Abstract
Introduction

56
Upon transition to slow wave sleep from wakefulness spontaneous firing 57 rates in cortex remain relatively unchanged (Steriade et al. 2001 ), but signal 58 transmission changes dramatically. This change has been assessed by 59 measuring effective connectivity in the brain, which refers to the ability of one 60 brain region to make a difference to the activity in another brain region (Gerstein 61
and Perkel 1969; Tononi and Sporns 2003). Effective connectivity can be 62 measured by perturbing a specific brain site and measuring how evoked activity 63
propagates to other sites. In humans, this has been done by using transcranial 64 magnetic stimulation (TMS) combined with high-density electroencephalography 65 (hd-EEG). TMS permits the direct perturbation of cortex, thereby bypassing 66 thalamus and other subcortical structures to provide a clear indication of one 67 cortical areas influence on another. During wakefulness, TMS evoked activity 68 rapidly propagates to specific cortical areas from the site of stimulation, while 69 during slow wave sleep such activity remains confined to the site of stimulation, 70 indicating a reduction in effective connectivity in this state (Massimini et al. 2005) . 71
Signs of decreased cortical effective connectivity in slow wave sleep can 72 also be seen in brain responses to sensory stimuli. Such changes have 73 traditionally been assessed by using EEG or magnetoencephalography to record 74 the cortical response to sensory stimulation. Kitamura et al. 1996) or visual stimulation (Kakigi et al. 2003 ).
83
Imaging work also provides further evidence for this decline in effective 84 connectivity. The blood oxygen level-dependent response to auditory stimulation 85 is the same in primary auditory cortex, but reduced in higher order areas in slow 86
wave sleep compared to waking (Portas et al. 2000) . This work collectively 87 suggests that effective connectivity from primary sensory areas to higher cortical 88 areas is reduced in slow wave sleep. 89
The traditional view explaining reduced brain responsiveness during slow 90 wave sleep is that a thalamic gate disrupts signal transmission from the periphery 91 to cortex (Steriade et al. 1990 ). This gate is created by the hyperpolarization of 92 thalamocortical neurons that occurs during slow wave sleep, which places these 93 neurons further from threshold and reduces their firing in response to a 94 prethalamic activation (Timofeev et al. 1996) . However, while the thalamic gate 95 can account for certain reductions in brain responsiveness to peripheral stimuli, it 96 is unable to explain diminished direct propagation of activity between cortical 97 areas. 98
Reduced cortical effective connectivity during slow wave sleep could be 99 accounted for by the existence of a cortical gate. We envision that the decrease 100 in levels of arousal promoting neuromodulators that occurs with the transition 101 from wakefulness to slow wave sleep could produce a cortical gate through three 102 potential mechanisms. 
Methods
123
Large-scale thalamocortical model 124
The large-scale model employed for this work embodies general 125 anatomical and physiological features of the thalamocortical system. This model 126 is a modified version of a previously presented model (Hill and Tononi 2005) . In 127 what follows, a description is presented of the principles used to construct and 128 scale the simulated cortical and thalamic regions, the layout of the various 129 connection pathways within and among these regions, and the implementation of 130 cellular and synaptic properties within individual neurons. A description of the 131 sources of spontaneous activity and procedures for the collection and analysis of 132 data then follows. 133
Regional organization 134
The model ( Fig. 1 ) is organized in regions and pathways comprising three 135 cortical areas, cortical area 1 (C1), cortical area 2 (C2) and cortical area 3 (C3), 136 arranged in a hierarchical fashion. Cortical areas are divided into three layers 137 with different patterns of afferent, efferent and local connectivity corresponding to 138 cortical layers 2 and 3 (L2/3), layer 4 (L4) and layers 5 and 6 (L5/6). Each 139 cortical area is associated with a section of the thalamus (T1, T2 and T3) and 140 thalamic reticular nucleus (R1, R2 and R3 
Connectivity
162
In constructing the model, special emphasis was placed on the incorporation of 163 realistic network properties, such as the spread and relative proportions of the 164 various sets of connections composing the intra-and interregional 165 thalamocortical circuitry. Contacts from presynaptic neurons to postsynaptic 166 cells in the target area are made probabilistically according to Gaussian spatial 167 density profiles. The specific connection parameters are presented in Table 1 . 168
Connections within each area are modeled as in Hill and Tononi (2005 The change in subthreshold membrane potential V for each neuron is as 212 follows: 213
where τ m is the membrane time constant (Table 2) , as derived from experimental 215 data for excitatory and inhibitory cells (Baranyi et al. 1993b ). Resting membrane 216 potential is primarily determined by the sodium and potassium leak conductances 217 (g NaL and g KL ) (Table 3) . Reversal potentials are E Na = 30 mV and E K = -90 mV.
218
Two main categories of input contribute to the membrane potential: synaptic 219 currents (I syn ) and intrinsic currents (I int ), which are described below. 220
When V exceeds a threshold (θ) a spike is generated by setting V and θ 221
instantaneously to E Na , modelling the contribution of the fast-spiking I Na current.
222
The activation of a fast potassium current during a spike is represented by a brief 223 pulse (duration t spike ) with an amplitude g spike = 1 and governed by the time 224 constant τ spike , thereby driving the membrane potential toward E K , while 225 continuing to integrate intrinsic and synaptic currents. Following a spike, θ 226 decays according to: 227
These four parameters, τ θ , τ spike , t spike, and θ eq ( 
Synaptic channels 233
The synaptic input, I syn , is the sum of all synaptic channel currents, The non-inactivating potassium current, I KS , is a slow potassium current. It 314 is modeled based on previous work (Wang 1999), using an activation variable
with the voltage dependent time constant
317
The depolarization activated potassium current, I DK , is modeled as an 318 approximate combination of sodium and calcium dependent potassium currents.
319
A factor D accumulates with depolariziation and decays according to Ca eq =.00024 and τ Ca = 160 ms is the time constant that determines the return to
338
Ca eq . The activation variable for I KCa is modeled as 
Modified inhibition parameter set 373
We named the parameters for the sleep mode described above (Tables 1-374 4) the base sleep parameter set. For a number of the simulations presented in 375 this paper, we tested the combined effect of two changes in the model's sleep 376 mode that were not considered in the version of this model presented in Hill and 377
Tononi ( conductance than excitatory cells (Hamill et al. 1991) . Based on these 382 observations, we created the modified inhibition parameter set. This parameter 383
set includes values identical to those in the base sleep parameter set, with the 384 following changes. We increase per spike GABA release from cortical inhibitory 385 neurons by setting GABA A g peak to 0.66, GABA B g Peak to 2.0 and the GABA 386 vesicle pool depletion parameter, δ P , to 0.075 in this sleep mode of the model.
387
For this sleep mode, the increased sensitivity of inhibitory neurons to changes in 388 neuromodulation is enhanced by increasing the conductance of inhibitory cell 389 potassium channels (inhibitory cell g KL =0.7315, g KS =8, g DK =1.0). 390
Spontaneous activity 391
L4 of each cortical area receives input via interareal feedforward 392
projections (see Table 1 ) from an associated cortical noise area. 
Results
450
Potential mechanisms for producing a cortical gate during slow wave sleep 451 We investigated three mechanisms that might be responsible for 452 producing a cortical gate during slow wave sleep. All three mechanisms involve 453 stimulation producing an activation in a cortical area ( Fig. 2A) , which propagates 454 to a second cortical area (Fig. 2B) which is a reflection of cortical bistability during slow wave sleep. It is possible 464 that an activation in cortex (Fig. 2Ci) will increase local firing, engaging the same 465 mechanisms that produce a spontaneous slow wave (Fig. 2Di) to produce a local 466 down state (Fig. 2Ei) . This down state would be associated with 467 hyperpolarization of the membrane potential, reducing responses to input and 468 thus diminishing signal propagation ( Fig. 2F and G) . 469
A second mechanism we investigated involves changes to intrinsic 470 channel conductances in slow wave sleep. During slow wave sleep, due to the 471 reduction in the levels of arousal promoting neuromodulators, the conductance of 472 a variety of potassium channels increases (Madison et al. 1987; McCormick 473 1992) . Therefore, although a synaptic activation would be produced in the 474 second cortical area (Fig. 2Cii) , the influence of this activation would be reduced 475
by the large hyperpolarizing drive produced by the increased potassium channel 476 conductance (Fig. 2Dii ). This in turn would reduce the excitability of cortical 477 neurons (Fig. 2Eii) and could possibly reduce the propagation of activity to further 478 cortical areas (Fig. 2F and G reaches the second cortical area (Fig. 2Ciii ) the firing of local inhibitory neurons 485 produces a strong inhibitory influence on the network due to this increase in the 486 ratio of synaptic inhibition to excitation (Fig. 2Diii) . This would then diminish local 487 neuronal responses (Fig. 2Eiii) and decrease the further propagation of activity 488 ( Fig. 2F and G) . 489
Testing the capacity of candidate mechanisms to produce a cortical gate 490
The most direct evidence to date of a cortical gate in humans is provided 491 by EEG data indicating that a cortical perturbation produced by TMS will 492
propagate to different cortical areas in waking but not in sleep (Massimini et al. 493 2005). In our model, we reproduced such measurements by simulating TMS 494 delivery to cortical area C1 and examining the responses in simulated EEG 495 traces from each cortical area. We employed this basic technique to test the 496 capacity of the three mechanisms discussed above to limit the propagation of 497 activity evoked in C1 to other areas in the model. 498
We first examined the model's waking mode, which showed robust 499 spontaneous activity and firing rates of 18.9 ± 4.2 Hz (mean ± std) in all cortical 500 neurons (Fig. 3A) . When we simulated the delivery of moderate intensity TMS, 501 which activated 30% of all vertically oriented fibers in C1 (defined as strength 502 30%, see Methods) in this mode, an activation was initially produced in C1 (Fig.  503  3B) . The evoked activity from C1 propagated between all cortical areas, with 504 initial peaks in the EEG response occurring at 15.4, 28.7, and 43.4 ms, and with 505 an amplitude increase of 506.6, 271.1 and 145.6 nV over baseline in areas C1, 506 C2 and C3 respectively. EEG activity in cortex returned to baseline levels with a 507 latency of 241.7, 241.8 and 246.2 ms in areas C1, C2 and C3 respectively. 508
Stronger TMS pulses produced similar responses that showed propagation 509 through all three cortical areas (not shown). 510
During the model's sleep mode, using the base sleep parameter set, we 511 next examined the possibility that a local down state might block interareal signal 512 transmission. In this sleep mode, the model produced robust firing in all cortical 513 neurons (14.7 ± 10.5 Hz; Fig. 3A ). When we then simulated a moderate strength 514 TMS pulse (30% strength), we did not observe the generation of a local down 515 state (Fig. 3C) to diminish initial waves of propagation in cortex. 529
Next, we examined the capacity of increased potassium channel conductance to 530 reduce effective connectivity in cortex. We simulated the response to TMS 531 (strength 30%) under multiple conditions, using the base sleep parameter set but 532 with progressively greater cortical potassium channel conductances. We found 533 that increasing potassium channel conductances by 20% from normal sleep 534 levels had the effect of greatly disrupting normal cortical firing, reducing 535 excitatory cell firing rates to 0.4 ± 0.7 Hz (Fig. 3A) . When TMS was simulated 536 under these conditions, activity still propagated between cortical areas, with peak 537 EEG activations of 694.0, 912.3 and 735.6 nV in C1, C2 and C3 respectively 538 (Fig. 3D) . We found that increasing potassium channel conductances to 25% of 539 normal sleep levels was able to reduce the propagation of activity between 540 areas, although this also eliminated spontaneous firing in cortex. Thus, it 541 appears that an increase in intrinsic channel conductance is not able to produce 542 a cortical gate without also drastically reducing spontaneous activity in the 543 network. 544
Finally, we tested whether a change to inhibitory and excitatory synaptic efficacy 545 was capable of producing a cortical gate. For this, we increased cortical GABA 546 release and increased the conductance of potassium channels on inhibitory 547 neurons, using the modified inhibition parameter set described in the Methods.
548
Increasing the conductance of inhibitory cell potassium channels in the model's 549 sleep mode decreased inhibitory cell firing so that even though each inhibitory 550 spike was more powerful, the total inhibition affecting the network remained at 551 normal levels and allowed for robust spontaneous activity (as described in detail 552 below). When we simulated TMS (strength 30%) under these conditions, 553 activation was produced in area C1, while propagation to C2 was markedly 554 reduced and there was almost no propagation to C3 (Fig. 3D) Unless otherwise noted, for the remainder of simulations of the sleep 566 mode in this paper the modified inhibition parameter set was used. We 567 examined spontaneous activity in the model by allowing it to run freely without 568 stimulation. We ran the model in its waking mode for 16 seconds (Fig. 4A) , 569 during which time we observed low-voltage fast activity in the simulated EEG 570 (Fig. 4B ) and robust activity in individual neurons ( Fig. 4C and D) . We then 571 decreased the levels of arousal promoting neuromodulators in the system over 572 the course of 8 seconds (Fig. 4A ) until the sleep mode was reached as marked 573 by the appearance of high amplitude slow waves, and then allowed it to run 574 freely for an additional 16 seconds. The sleep mode showed sporadic slow 575 waves in the simulated EEG (Fig. 4B) , which occurred in conjunction with 576 oscillations between hyperpolarized and depolarized states in single cells ( 
2001). 583
To better understand spontaneous activity in the model, we examined 584 firing rates of all cortical neurons during the 16 second periods of spontaneous 585 waking and sleep from the above simulation. Average spontaneous firing of 586 cortical excitatory cells increased upon transition from the waking to the sleep 587 mode, from 9.3 ± 3.6 Hz to 16.3 ± 11.1 Hz, while there was a decrease in the 588 spontaneous firing of cortical inhibitory cells from 34.9 ± 7.7 Hz to 15.1 ± 11.5 Hz 589 (Fig. 5A) wave maximum firing rates 21.0 ms more rapidly than excitatory cells (Fig. 5C ).
617
When inhibitory neurons experienced the same sensitivity to acetylcholine as 618 excitatory cells, excitatory cells reached 10% of wave maximum firing rates 2.6 619 ms before inhibitory cells (Fig. 5D ). This suggests that the greater 620 hyperpolarizing drive of potassium channels on inhibitory neurons during the 621 sleep mode causes them to exit the up state more rapidly than excitatory cells. 622 Intriguingly, this difference in excitatory and inhibitory neuronal firing over the 623 course of the up state has been noted in vivo (Haider et al. 2006) . 624
The cortical gate produced by increased GABA release is effective 625 regardless of slow wave phase 626 Figure 3D shows the response to TMS delivered in a period between slow 627 waves. We observed similar responses if TMS was delivered during a slow 628 wave. If TMS (strength 30%) was delivered immediately prior to a down state the 629 first peak in the EEG response had an amplitude relative to baseline in C1 and 630 C2 of 513.1 and 97.7 nV and a latency in these areas of 10.7 ms and 22.1 ms, 631 respectively (Fig. 6A ). If TMS (strength 30%) was delivered during a down state, 632 the initial EEG responses in C1 and C2, respectively had amplitudes of 352.0 633 and 136.1 nV and latencies of 8.1 and 19.9 ms (Fig. 6B) . If TMS (strength 30%) 634 was delivered immediately following a downstate, the initial response in C1 and 635 C2, respectively, had amplitudes of 608.1 and 114.4 nV and showed latencies of 636 9.8 and 20.4 ms (Fig. 6C) . No discernible peaks were observed in C3 following 637 any of these stimulations. Thus, the model predicts that interareal signal 638 transmission should be reduced during slow wave sleep whether during the 639 downstate of a slow wave or during an upstate (Fig. 6D) . 640
The cortical gate produced by increased GABA release is effective 641 following high intensity stimulation 642
To investigate how the response to TMS changes with stimulus intensity, 643
we simulated TMS at intensities from 5% to 100% in intervals of 5% in the 644 model's waking and sleep mode. We then summed across time the rectified 645 EEG in C3 from 25 to 100 ms after TMS was delivered to C1 and normalized this 646 response to the maximum observed across conditions, thus allowing us to 647 determine the extent activity propagated through the network (Fig. 7) . During 648 wakefulness, this response showed distinct dose dependence, growing rapidly 649 and saturating near 75% stimulus strength. During sleep, the response in C3 650 changed minimally with increasing stimulus strength. Thus, the model predicts 651 that the cortical gate is effective at reducing the propagation of activity evoked at 652 a variety of stimulus intensities, including very strong stimulation. 653
The cortical gate produced by increased GABA release is effective at a 654 variety of increased GABA levels 655
We also investigated how the response to TMS changed if the levels of 656 per spike GABA release were varied from those used in the modified inhibition 657 parameter set. Specifically, we simulated the response to TMS delivered to C1 658 with per spike GABA release set in increments of 10% between 50 and 150% of 659 levels in the modified inhibition parameter set. We found that activity was able to 660
propagate between cortical areas with GABA release at 70% of levels in the 661 modified inhibition parameter set (initial peaks following TMS occurring in the 662 simulated EEG with amplitude of 1398.1 nV, 772.2 nV and 640.3 nV in C1, C2 663 and C3, respectively). For per spike GABA release levels at 80% of those in the 664 modified inhibition parameter set or greater, interareal activity propagation was 665 greatly reduced (with GABA release at 80% levels, initial peaks in the simulated 666 EEG occurred with latency of 965.1, 370.5 and 45.8 nV in C1, C2 and C3 667 respectively). 668
Increased GABA release reduces propagation between cortical areas of 669 sensory evoked activity 670
In addition to examining how the model's response to direct cortical 671 stimulation changes during slow wave sleep, we were also interested in how the 672 model's response to peripheral stimulation changes. While our model was not 673 designed to specifically represent a particular sensory system, each thalamic 674 area receives subcortical input, which can be used to approximate brainstem or 675 optic nerve activity. Therefore, we simulated the application of a peripheral 676 stimulus by setting the firing rates of the area providing subcortical input to T1 to 677 150 Hz for 50 ms. In the waking mode, this stimulation produced an initial 678 activation in the thalamus, with a first peak occurring in T1 at 2.1 ms after 679 stimulus onset, followed by a peak in the C1 EEG with a latency of 19.2 ms and 680 amplitude of 439.0 nV, a peak in the C2 EEG with a latency of 31.8 ms and 681 amplitude of 216.8 nV and a peak in the C3 EEG with a latency of 40.0 ms and 682 amplitude of 107.3 nV as activity reached cortex and propagated amongst the 683 cortical areas (Fig. 8 A-C, left) . During the sleep mode, the stimulation produced 684 an initial activation in the thalamus at 8.6 ms, with a subsequent activation in the 685 C1 EEG occurring at 21.1 ms with an amplitude of 384.4 nV, followed by a small 686 peak occurring in C2 at 35.9 ms with amplitude 93.5 nV, then a peak in C3 at 687 43.2 ms with amplitude 39.9 nV, which was barely above baseline EEG levels 688 (Fig. 8 A-C, right) . Thus, an increased release of GABA with each spike during 689 slow wave sleep can account for reduced propagation of activity between cortical 690 areas, regardless of whether that activity is initially evoked through direct cortical 691 perturbation or sensory stimulation. 692 A thalamic gate alone is insufficient to reduce interareal signal 693 transmission 694 695
We also sought to investigate whether a thalamic gate alone is sufficient 696 to prevent the direct transfer of activity between cortical areas in our model. In 697 the model's sleep mode, we simulated a thalamic gate strong enough to 698 completely block the transfer of an activation produced by a peripheral, sensory-699 like stimulus into cortex by increasing the depolarization of the thalamic reticular 700 nucleus (NRT g Na = 3.0, g K = 0.2) and increasing the hyperpolarization of 701 thalamic cells (T g t = 0.0, g K = 2.5). It should be noted that such a strong 702 thalamic gate is an extreme case we used for this demonstration, and is not 703 intended to reflect the thalamic gate present during normal sleep. In the 704 presence of this strong thalamic gate, we simulated the application of a 705 peripheral stimulus by setting the firing rates of the area providing subcortical 706 input to T1 to 150 Hz for 50 ms. We found that this completely prevented activity 707 from reaching cortex (Fig. 9A) We postulate here the existence of a cortical gate that reduces the 749 intercortical propagation of activity during slow wave sleep. This builds on the 750 classic notion of a thalamic gate, which is believed to partially reduce the 751 propagation of sensory evoked activity through thalamus to cortex (Steriade et al. 752 1990). We believe that by attenuating the propagation of activity through cortex, 753 this cortical gate is able to account for the dramatically different responses the 754 brain shows to stimulation in slow wave sleep compared to wakefulness. The 755 thalamic gate and the cortical gate may serve complementary roles during slow 756 wave sleep. While the thalamic gate is capable of reducing sensory input to 757 cortex, it is unable to reduce the direct propagation of activity between cortical 758 areas. The cortical gate might serve a role in reducing such direct interareal 759 signal transmission, thereby disrupting activity that reaches cortex through the 760 thalamic gate or that arises intrinsically during sleep. 761
We further wish to note that the cortical gate we propose here is different 762 from cortical gating that has been suggested to occur as a result of the down 763 state during the sleep slow wave (Rosanova and Timofeev 2005). While the 764 slow wave down state certainly is likely to reduce propagation of evoked activity 765 through the network due to the high degree of neuronal hyperpolarization present 766 during this state, the cortical gate we propose involves a distinct mechanism that 767 is effective regardless of whether the network is in an up state or a down state. 768
The mechanism underlying the cortical gate 769
Using our model, we tested three mechanisms that might be capable of 770 producing a cortical gate. The first possibility we examined was that TMS 771 produces a local down state that blocks the propagation of activity to other areas. 772
However, we found that the propagation of activity between cortical areas occurs 773 on a faster time scale than the development of a cortical down state. We next 774 examined the possibility that increased conductance of potassium channels 775 during slow wave sleep (Madison et al. 1987 ; McCormick 1992) reduces 776 neuronal responsiveness. We found that high potassium channel conductances 777 indeed were capable of blocking the propagation of activity between cortical 778 areas, but in doing so they reduced spontaneous firing rates in cortex to levels 779 much lower than those observed in vivo. The final possibility we examined was 780 that increased per spike GABA release during slow wave sleep (Salgado et al. 781
2007) decreases the ratio of synaptic excitation to inhibition during an evoked 782 response. We found that such a mechanism did reduce signal propagation 783 between cortical areas in a fashion that left normal spontaneous activity intact. 784
Thus, we propose that a cortical gate is formed during slow wave sleep 785 due to the increased per spike release of GABA. When acetylcholine levels 786 decline in cortex, as happens during slow wave sleep, glutamate release 787 increases by about a third (Gil et al. 1997) while per spike GABA release can 788 more than double (Salgado et al. 2007 ). This increases the ratio of synaptic 789 inhibition to excitation evoked by activity propagation to a given area. This will 790 limit firing in the cortical area in question, diminishing signal transmission through 791 cortical circuits. We showed that this cortical gate is able to disrupt signal 792 transmission whether the initial perturbation arises from direct perturbation of 793 cortex or through transthalamic sensory-like pathways. 794
During spontaneous slow wave sleep, increased per spike GABA release 795 on its own would be expected to increase inhibition and to produce a substantial 796 decline in activity. reverberates amongst all three cortical areas. C) TMS (strength 30%%) 1208 delivered to C1 does not produce a local down state prior to the propagation of 1209 activity through all three cortical areas D) When cortical potassium channel 1210 conductance was increased by 20% in the model's sleep mode, TMS delivered to 1211 C1 (strength 30%) produced activation that propagated through all three cortical 1212 areas (middle). E) An increase in GABA release (using the modified inhibition 1213 parameter set) disrupts the propagation of activity through the network. 1214 
